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Background: Here goes the definition and background of
your problem to be addressed. Do NOT change any mar-
gins, fonts, spacing, or formatting. Replace “FORECAST
Abstract title” with your title. In the title, authors and
institution fields, you may use more than one lines if that
is necessary. However, do NOT add or remove rows or
columns to this given template table. If all authors work
at a single institute, the numbered superscripts should
be removed. Use a star to indicate the presenter. You
may include references at the end [1, 2]. Use numbers
for references in order of their appearance and follow the
citation style given below. Your abstract cannot exceed a
single page. Remove all these instructions here replacing
with your own text, but try to adhere this given section
structure as best you can.

Aims: To introduce a template for the FORECAST con-
ference and clarify its formatting.

Methods: We formulate the template formatting prob-
lem as a least-squares optimization. We define an energy
for any given format, then start from a random format
sample, and optimize its appearance by minimizing such
energy by using finite-difference derivatives of such for-
mat cost. Of course, this is not what we do, this was just
a sample Methods section. Please fit this to your pur-
poses and feel free to add math and equations, preferably
inline to save space. Feel free to add equations such as
α = β

2 .
The abstract should FIT on one page, and the sub-

mission should contain only a single page. Small images
and graphics may be included at the bottom as seen in
the figure. Please reduce their size tofit the given file size
limit, but pay attention not to compromise the image
quality.

Lore ipsum. . . Etiam euismod. Fusce facilisis lacinia
dui. Suspendisse potenti. In mi erat, cursus id, nonummy
sed, ullamcorper eget, sapien. Praesent pretium, magna
in eleifend egestas, pede pede pretium lorem, quis consec-
tetuer tortor sapien facilisis magna. Mauris quis magna
varius nulla scelerisque imperdiet. Aliquam non quam.
Aliquam porttitor quam a lacus. Praesent vel arcu ut
tortor cursus volutpat. In vitae pede quis diam biben-
dum placerat. Fusce elementum convallis neque. Sed
dolor orci, scelerisque ac, dapibus nec, ultricies ut, mi.
Duis nec dui quis leo sagittis commodo.

Results: A handsome template is generated as the re-
sult of this work. The optimization steps can be seen in
Fig. 1 (left). Fig. 1 (right) demonstrates another sample
final state and corresponding image (now a png instead
of a jpg). In your included figures, the minimum font
size should be 8 points and the minimum line thickness
should be 0.3 mm. Please make sure that your figures
appear correctly when printed in black and white.

Conclusions: Please PROOFREAD your abstract care-
fully before submitting, and use grammar and spell-
checking tools to ensure quality.
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Figure 1: (left) A sample figure is seen. Another figure (right) is also seen here.


